Distortions of length perception.
A combined influence of stimulus orientation and structure on the judgment of length was tested in psychophysiological experiments. The subjects adjusted the test part of a stimulus to be equal in length to the reference part. The orientation of the parts of the stimulus varied in the experiments. The stimuli (three dots or the Oppel-Kundt figure, which had ten dots within the filled part) were generated on the monitor. In the Oppel-Kundt figure, the filled part was considered as a reference and the empty part as a test. In sessions of the experiments, values of errors were measured as functions of the size and orientation of the stimulus. The reference part length varied within 14-150 min are range, and the orientation was fixed in 0 degree, 90 degrees, 180 degrees or 270 degrees positions. The orientation of the test part varied from 0 degree to 360 degrees in 7 degrees steps. We assume, that the experiments with the three-dot stimuli yielded pure characteristics of visual field anisotropy, while those with the Oppel-Kundt figure showed the combined effect of both the components (anisotropy and spatial filtering). The data demonstrated independence of the two factors from each other in a simultaneous manifestation. The characteristics of a pure Oppel-Kundt illusion have been found to be in close correspondence with the predictions of the model of spatial filtering.